SPORTSMAN’S RECONDITIONING

JOHNSTOWN, PA

There is only one thing to
do when your equipment
is sorry looking...

RECONDITION IT!
Call us and see what everyone
is talking about.
Exceptional workmanship!
Great prices!!
Prompt delivery and pickup!!!
YES we are fully insured.
YES we are a NAERA member.
YES we meet NOCSAE standards.
Don’t delay! Call 1-800-537-5318
to set up your pickup date with us.

We do the work,
you do the winning!!
Sportsman’S is an
Authorized Schutt Care Center
Authorized Xenith Reconditioner

SPORTSMANS RECONDITIONING 2017-18 SERVICES
BUFF AND SHINE FOOTBALL HELMET PACKAGE














NOCSAE testing to determine if the helmets are safe for play
Removal, inspection, cleaning, and sanitizing of interior components
Removal of decals and helmet stripes
Shell to be buffed and shined
Faceguards removed and reinstalled
New stainless steel faceguard hardware installed (4 cage loops, screws, washers, T-nuts)
New stainless steel chinstrap hardware installed (4 or 6 chinstrap studs, T-nuts)
Recertification of helmets to the current NOCSAE standards
New size and current year recertification labels installed
Jaw pads and chinstraps cleaned and sanitized
Price does not include new jaw pads, chinstraps, facemasks, decals, or internal parts
Previously painted helmets do not qualify for this program
Each helmet is ID’d with a tracking number. Tracking reported when reconditioning is complete

PAINTED FOOTBALL HELMET PACKAGE













Painting of shells using factory authorized paint
NOCSAE testing to determine if the helmets are safe for play
Removal, inspection, cleaning, and sanitizing of interior components
Faceguards removed and reinstalled
New stainless steel faceguard hardware installed (4 cage loops, screws, washers, T-nuts)
New stainless steel chinstrap hardware installed (4 or 6 chinstrap studs, T-nuts)
Recertification of helmets to the current NOCSAE standards
New size and current year recertification labels installed
Jaw pads and chinstraps cleaned and sanitized
Current price does not include new jaw pads, chinstraps, facemasks, decals, or internal parts
Metallic flake can be added for an additional cost. Call for current pricing
Each helmet is ID’d with a tracking number. Tracking reported when reconditioning is complete

LACROSSE HELMET RECONDITIONING






Recertification of helmets to the current NOCSAE standards (under 10 years of age)
Helmets are cleaned, inspected, and sanitized
All warning labels are reinstalled inside and out
Replacement of rejected liners, facemask, and chinstraps additional cost. Call for current pricing
Each helmet is ID’d with a tracking number. Tracking reported when reconditioning is complete

814-536-5318

SPORTSMANS RECONDITIONING

1-800-537-5318

YOUTH SHOULDER PAD RECONDITIONING
 Wash only
 Pads are cleaned and sanitized
 Pads are inspected for cracks

FULL SHOULDER PAD RECONDITIONING





Pads are cleaned and sanitized, and players tape is removed
Pads are inspected for cracks
New front lace with lace lock installed
New straps are installed if needed with new T-hooks $2.95 each

SHOE RECONDITIONING PACKAGES
 Football shoes. New cleats installed for an additional cost. Call for current pricing
 Wrestling shoes
 Track shoes

GIRDLE RECONDITIONING
 Girdles are cleaned, sanitized, folded, and repackaged.

GAME AND PRACTICE JERSEY RECONDITIONING
 Jerseys are cleaned, sanitized, folded, and repackaged.

GAME AND PRACTICE PANTS RECONDITIONING
 Pants are cleaned, sanitized, folded, and repackaged.

PARKA RECONDITIONING
 Parkas are cleaned, sanitized, folded, and repackaged.

EQUIPMENT BAGS
 All equipment bags are cleaned and sanitized

MISCELLANEOUS PAD RECONDITIONING
 Knee pad, thigh pad, and girdle pad sets all cleaned and sanitized
 Neck collar pairs cleaned and sanitized
 Rib Vests cleaned and sanitized

